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Chapter 411: Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill 

 

Initially, Huang Yueli heaved a sigh of relief. But after she opened the bottle cap and took out the pill, 

her face changed upon one glance at the pill! 

Li Moying was actually preparing to eat this type of medication! 

She was still in disbelief so she took up the pill and sniffed a whiff of it. 

In her previous life when she met with danger, she had no choice but to take a pill to save her life. Her 

memory had always been excellent so if she had taken a certain pill, she would definitely be able to 

recognise it! 

“Li Moying! Do you know what medication is this? Did you take the wrong medication? At this critical 

moment, can you please be more reliable? You can eat indiscriminately but you cannot anyhow swallow 

pills!” 

An astonished hue flashed across Li Moying’s eyes. 

“You… you know…. what medication… is this?” 

The medicinal pill that he had taken out was extremely rare; it could not be purchased in the market and 

if you were not an experienced and knowledgeable expert, most people would not be able to recognise 

it. 

An exasperated Huang Yueli retorted, “Why can’t I recognise it! On the contrary, do you know what pill 

is this? The Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill! Do you know what it is used for? Oh, of course you 

know, the pill belongs to you. Can you just bring out any dangerous medication like this? Quickly keep it! 

Bring me the actual medicinal pill!” 

Li Moying coughed and in a low voice, “I… know… this is… the pill I want…. to take….” 

“What nonsense are you talking about! Don’t you cherish your life anymore! Taking this type of pill will 

only give a temporary effect. The damage it causes to your body is way more serious that you can 

expect! You’re already seriously wounded, please don’t take your own body as a joke?” 

He had yet to complete his sentence when Huang Yueli started to scream at him. 

The Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill was a Sixth Grade Upper Grade Pill. The main ingredient used to 

refine the pill was the Phoenix Tail Red Scorpion, a Sixth Tier Magical Beast’s poisonous sac found on the 

tip of the tail. The poisonous sac was then refined into an extraordinary type of pill. 

It’s effect was to use the poisonous nature of the Phoenix Tail Red Scorpion to stimulate the 

practitioner’s hidden capability. 

Once the pill was taken, the entire body would feel numbed. Even if the Profound Energy was all used 

up, with the effect of the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill, it could pull out at least 80% of fighting 

strength. 



Unfortunately, the effect could not last long, at most for 2 hours before it loses its magic. 

What’s worse, the side effects were very obvious. Just taking one pill alone, the poisonous nature of the 

Phoenix Tail Red Scorpion would infuse into the meridians, which might also affect the cultivation. The 

entire body would be in a state of poor health in the first month and even after three months, the 

health status would not recover to its original state. 

Generally speaking, unless the practitioner fell into impasse where the situation was either to kill or to 

be killed, under such circumstances would they take the risk to take a pill. Even if 2 hours had passed 

and the effect had faded, at least there was a chance of survival. 

However, Li Moying’s situation was totally different. 

At the present moment, he had managed to pull through the from the critical condition. Although his 

internal injury was still severe, he would still be able to hang on for some time until Mo Yi and the rest 

found them. Taking the risk to take this medication was simply looking for death! 

Li Moying looked at the little fox’s furious expression and quietly sighed. 

He hadn’t expected that this little thing to be so knowledgeable, that she could recognise this type of 

upper grade pill. 

He was still thinking, since Huang Yueli didn’t know what this pill was, after he had taken the pill and led 

them out of this place, even after she understood what had happened, it would not matter anymore. 

But….. Now….. 

Li Moying was insistent, “Give me…..” 

“No way! I’m confiscating this bottle of medication!” 

Huang Yueli’s fingers grasped tightly on the bottle, holding the pill in her palm, she put her hand behind 

her back determined not to let him snatch it from her. 

Chapter 412: Give up that idea 

 

“Li’er…. This is my…. medication… even if I’m not….. taking it…. You still have to….return it back…” 

Huang Yueli stood stagnant. 

That’s right. The pill belonged to him, and it was a Sixth Level Upper Grade Pill which was worth loads of 

silver. It didn’t make any sense for her to snatch away. 

But this man was obviously not going to listen to her. Should the pill fell into his hands, she guaranteed 

that he would immediately swallow it! 

Her eyebrows creased but in an instant, she found the perfect reasonable excuse. 

“Weren’t you saying that you have sold yourself to me? Then I’m your mistress! All your fortunes should 

rightfully belong to me, and needless to say, that includes this bottle of Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion 

Pill!” 



Li Moying had never expected her to say such a thing and he was completely stupefied. 

Huang Yueli gleefully shot a glance at him and righteously kept the bottle. 

Li Moying didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

Did this little thing knew what she was saying? 

Earlier she was determined not to accept him and rather gave the Amethyst Light Sword as a gift! Now? 

Contrary to what one might expect, she dared to say anything? 

If it was in normal times, Li Moying would not hesitate to take liberties with her, but now that he didn’t 

have any strength at all….. 

He sighed inwardly, loathing his current condition – weak! 

Heavens knows, he had not incurred such a serious injury for many years, and it had to happen at this 

kind of timing! 

Li Moying’s majestic eyebrows knot into a line and his facial expression looked slightly paler than before. 

“Li’er…. S.. Stop fooling around… give me the medication, I…. I must eat it…” 

“No Way! I will never let you take this type of medication! Listen to me and lie down quietly! Calmly 

internalise your breathing and convalescent. Although this method is slow, it can help to improve the 

condition of your internal injury. This is much better than you taking medicine indiscriminately!” 

“Li’er…..” 

Huang Yueli turned herself around, pretending not to hear anything. 

“Please listen to me…” 

She continued to ignore him. 

Li Moying had no choice but to continue uttering. 

“Please stop fooling around… I really need to…. Need to rush back…. by the 15th day of March…” 

“Rush back? Back to where?”, Huang Yueli couldn’t help herself from questioning him. 

“My sect…..” 

“Your sect!”, Huang Yueli retorted, “No! Impossible! With your current condition, you’re intending to 

rush back all the way to your sect? And within one day, its just not possible, okay?” 

“At least… can’t stay here… must find…. Mo Yi…” 

“Then we’ll wait for him here! There must be some way that you can contact him right!” 

“By the time he rushes here, there will not be enough time… My speed is much faster… I have…. to find 

him…..” 

“That is not funny at all! No means no! Give up that idea!” 



Huang Yueli was almost driven mad! 

She had never encountered such a stubborn mule of a man. Did he even bother about his own body 

condition? 

He was already seriously injured to this extend. What matter was so important that he needed to rush 

back within the same day? Even if it was something major, could it be more important than his own 

condition? 

Huang Yueli steeled her heart, determined not to give him the medication bottle. 

“Alright then…”, Li Moying finally gave in. 

“That’s more like it!” 

“Li’er…” 

Hearing Li Moying calling for her, she turned around. 

Now that he’s the injured party, as long as he’s not insistent on taking medicine indiscriminately, she 

would still be able to satisfy his needs. 

However, when she turned around, a large force was emitted causing her to lose her balance. 

Chapter 413: Use the time wisely, let’s kiss 

 

Huang Yueli had not expected to be ambushed, and Li Moying’s strength overwhelmed hers by quite an 

amount. When she was pulled over, she fell towards the ground. 

“Hey… What are you intending to do??” 

When she was almost reaching the ground, the pulling force disappeared. 

Huang Yueli quickly steadied herself and turned her head around fiercely. 

Taking a stare, she broke out in cold sweat! 

Li Moying took the chance while she was repositioning herself, swiftly took away the bottle in her hand, 

opened the bottle cap and in an instance, took out three pills and delivered it straight to his mouth! 

Huang Yueli couldn’t believe her eyes! 

She rushed over in bid to stop Li Moying. 

However it was too late. 

He leaned slightly against the mountain wall and stuffed three Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion pills into 

his mouth and swallowed it. 

After taking the pills, his grip loosened and the pill bottle tumbled onto the ground. His face turned pale-

white as his entire body started to slid down against the mountain wall. 



It seemed that the two simple actions of snatching and swallowing the pills had sapped all the remaining 

energy in his body! 

“Li Moying, are you crazy! I’ve already told you that you’re not allowed to eat the pill! Why did you still 

do that? And you actually snatched it from my hands! Do you still desire to continue living on?? Who 

was the one who said he will sell himself to me? How dare you sneak an attack on your mistress!!” 

Li Moying’s eyelids were half closed and he didn’t make a single sound. Perhaps it was more appropriate 

to say that he had no energy to talk at all. 

Huang Yueli pounced towards him and inserted her long, slender fingers into his mouth in an attempt to 

dig out the pills! 

However, the medication have already been ingested. No matter how indignant she felt, there was 

nothing she could do! 

Just as her face was filled with despair and prepared to give up, her fingers suddenly felt a surge of 

warmth. 

She stared blankly and suddenly raised her chin. It was unclear when did Li Moying became clear-

headed, his eyes were wide open and crystal clear, with some hints of seductiveness and evilness. It was 

as if he was the same as per normal! 

Unexpectedly, the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill took effect so quickly! 

“You! You lunatic!” 

As Huang Yueli was about to fly into a rage, her fingers felt a ticklish sensation. 

That weird feeling, was as if… as if this man was licking her! 

She blushed immediately, with embarrassed and annoyed emotions overflowing, she attempted to draw 

back her fingers. 

Drawing back the corners of his mouth, Li Moying released her fingers. But following that, he stretched 

out his arm and hooked her waist towards him. 

Huang Yueli fell totally into his embrace. 

Li Moying lowered his head and said in an amorous tone, breathing into her ears, “Li’er, when I was 

unconscious, you voluntarily offered your kisses to me daily. Although I could not move, my entire body 

could feel it. You don’t know what type of fire did you light up in me!” 

“Wh..What?! What’s do you mean by voluntarily kissing you? That’s called feeding you medication!” 

Huang Yueli’s face turned redder and redder, as if blood was going to pour out! 

Oh… my….god…Had he been able to feel the entire process? Then… then….. 

Li Moying looked at her sheepish look and a sense of tenderness filled his heart. The usual perceptive 

look in his eyes started to add a hinge of gentleness. 



He lowered his head and gave a kiss on the corner of Huang Yueli’s mouth, “You are so cute, I wish I can 

properly kiss you but now we do not have any time to lose. We only have two hours, so let’s use the 

time wisely!” 

“What… ki…kiss me? You’re not allowed to get fresh with me!”, Huang Yueli flew into a rage out of 

humiliation, with the intention to push him aside. 

Li Moying’s expression suddenly turned solemn. 

Chapter 414: Leaving the restricted zone 

 

“Hug me around my waist, tighter, quickly! We have to move out now!” 

Hearing this, Huang Yueli couldn’t be bothered to continue arguing with him. 

His current ‘tip-top’ condition was exchanged by taking the pills, so there was no time to waste! 

She hurriedly adjusted her posture. 

Shortly afterwards, Li Moying took a huge leap and started to fly upwards. Just one leap and they have 

already passed several meters high. With the help of the rocks which grew on the sides of the mountain, 

they were practically flying and ascending along the cliff. 

Huang Yueli hugged on tightly, her face leaning against his sturdy chest. 

Although the ascending speed was fast, it was very stable. Li Moying intentionally protected her, 

bringing her into his embrace, sheltering her against the howling wind and any small rocks which could 

hurt her. 

Huang Yueli stayed within his embrace and felt exceptional safe. It was as though if they met with any 

kinds of danger, this man had enough strength and determination to protect her. 

Only, she felt restless and slightly afraid. 

Because this was not his actual peak performance, rather he was still suffering from heavy internal 

injury and took the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pills, which was why he had the ability to leap onto 

roofs and vault over walls! 

Earlier, he was weakened to that state, could he really handle everything now? Once the effect of the 

pill is lost, what would happen to him then? His internal injury was already very serious, now that he had 

taken this type of medication….. 

Huang Yueli simply could not imagine, what price would Li Moying need to pay in future! 

Very soon, both of them descended on the top of the cliff. 

Li Moying surveyed the surroundings and said, “Between Mo Yi and me, there is a spiritual footprint. 

Unfortunately it has been several days so the effect of the footprint has greatly weakened. My spiritual 

recognition is weaker, perception has also decreased, so I can only roughly tell where is he located 

now.” 



Huang Yueli anxiously asked, “Where is he now?” 

Li Moying replied, “He should already have descended the mountain and planning to enter the restricted 

zone to look for us. The distance is very far away. But since I have already left that area, he should be 

able to sense it. He will then rush over to meet us halfway. We must quickly be on our way, grab hold of 

me tightly.” 

Huang Yueli complied and grabbed his clothes, but she could not stop wondering. After contemplating 

for a while, she decided to ask. 

“What….what urgent matter do you have, that you need to hurry so much? For the sake of hurrying, 

you’re even willing to take the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill? I really don’t understand…..” 

Li Moying lowered his head and looked at her, heaving a sigh but stopped at that. 

“I… didn’t want to hide this from you. But it’s a long story, even if I explained now, it will be unclear. 

Anyway this matter has something to do with the reason why I need your help to refine the Profound 

Lunar Spirit Mirror. After we have found Mo Yi, I’ll slowly explain the details!” 

Hearing the four words “Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror”, Huang Yueli bit her lips and stopped asking. 

She had long suspected that Li Moying wanted to refine the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror to cure some 

illness for a lady. And now that he said he had to rush back urgently, surely it should be related to this 

matter?? 

Didn’t that mean, he had some relationship with that lady? 

Who on earth was she? 

The more Huang Yueli’s was curious, the more she couldn’t open her mouth. She was also afraid of 

finding out the answer. 

Li Moying didn’t managed to guess what she had on her mind. Seeing her obediently bowing her head, 

he immediately surrounded her and prepared to leave. 

At this moment, Huang Yueli suddenly rose her head and shouted out in shock. 

“Li Moying, be careful!” 

Chapter 415: Only two hours 

 

At the same moment, Li Moying had sensed a foreboding and turned his head around. 

In the middle of the sky were two humongous White Winged Golden Crested Vultures, flapping its huge 

wings and speedily flying towards them! 

Those white tail feathers and golden wings were radiating under the sunlight. When their wings flapped, 

sever branches on the trees snapped as though a typhoon had swept across the forest. 

The two vultures whined as they flew nearer and without any hesitation, they charged towards the 

direction where Huang Yueli was. 



Li Moying dodged and immediately stood in front to shield her. 

Huang Yueli frowned, silently feeling remorseful. 

As expected, these two White Winged Golden Crested Vultures were here because of the disappearance 

of their little one. She was licked by them before so it was the unique smell that emitted from her body 

which lured them here. 

At that time when she left, she had planned in advance that once she got out of the danger zone, she 

would change and bath in the Saint Water Spring to eliminate the smells. 

Thereafter, she had entered Master Yun Tian’s cave dwelling and with Li Moying being seriously injured 

hence she had almost forgotten about this matter. 

When they were in the mountains, because Huang Yueli set up the Beast Diversion Array so it did not 

capture the attention of the White Winged Golden Crested Vultures. 

Now that they had left the safety zone of the Beast Diversion Array, they had stopped by the vultures’ 

nest on their ascent up the cliff. 

In this way, it was equivalent to Huang Yueli walking straight into the trap, exposing herself to Vulture 

Daddy and Vulture Mummy. 

While Huang Yueli was still pondering, one of the vultures aggressively pounced over in an attempt to 

capture her. 

Li Moying turned his fingers and drew out the Amethyst Light Sword from his Realm Ring. A flash of 

lighting struck and a stream of sword aura shot out towards the eye of the White Winged Golden 

Crested Vulture. 

“Chirp…!!!” 

The vulture gave a loud cry and blood streamed out, causing it to step backwards by several meters. 

Upon seeing its partner injured, the other vulture was both filled with rage and anxiety and unusually 

pounced over aggressively! 

These two White Winged Golden Crested Vultures were Seventh Tier Magical Beasts! 

When they attacked together, it would be equivalent to a Eighth Degree Realm expert attacking at the 

same time! What’s more, these two Vultures were a couple, so they were well coordinated, helping 

each other to take cover and action at the right moment. The intensity of their power was extremely 

high! 

Despite the fact that she had confidence in Li Moying’s capability, her heart was still pounding madly as 

if it was about to jump straight out of her mouth anytime. 

They were two Seventh Tier Magical Beasts! 

Handling one vulture, of course it wouldn’t pose any problem. But how about two? His cultivation was 

only at Ninth Level of the Sixth Degree Realm. Even if his fighting strength was exceptional, could he 

handle two Seventh Tier Magical Beasts? 



Moreover, he still had a serious internal injury. Under this circumstances, although he had took the Red 

Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pills to control his injury, he was only able to release 80% of his actual 

strength! 

Even at his peak, he might not be able to handle two of these Seventh Tier Magical Beasts, what more 

about now… 

It is what it is. 

Li Moying was as fast as lightning, continued unleashing his Profound Energy with various types of 

Thunder attribute Profound Skills which almost turned the forest into ruins. 

Despite all these, none of the two vultures were defeated nor did they leave. 

Li Moying’s movements slowly turned sluggish. 

Although he had the upper hand now, if it was in normal times, he could have won easily if he 

persevered. 

Huang Yueli knew clearly that he was not able to last for long as he only had two hours of battle 

strength! 

Chapter 416: Amethyst Light Sword, Unseal! 

 

They must settle this duel in the shortest time possible! 

Huang Yueli gritted her teeth and took out the remaining two pieces of Thunder Flame Balls from her 

Sky Phoenix Ring. While the two White Winged Golden Crested Vultures were distracted by Li Moying’s 

attacks, she quietly crept behind them. 

Following that, she used her special technique and threw out the two balls of Thunder Flame. 

Her aim was extremely accurate, the two balls of Thunder Flame landed directly on the vultures’ backs. 

As compared to the size of the White Winged Golden Crested Vultures, the effect was simply unnotable 

hence they didn’t even notice the egg-like size of an injury. 

However at this moment, Huang Yueli softly shouted, “Ignite!” 

The Thunder Flame Ball instantly exploded with True Phoenix Flames bursting out, burning a large 

portion of the vultures’ feathers. 

After the two balls had exploded, the fire did not diminish. Instead it turned into eight hooked daggers, 

deeply embedding into the back of the vultures! 

“Choo~~! Chooo~~!” 

“Choo~~! Chooo~~!” 

The two vultures were chirping in pain, turning their heads back to see what was hurting them. 



At this moment, Huang Yueli had snuck into the forest and hid behind a huge trunk of a thousand year 

old tree. 

Hearing the vultures’ cry, she couldn’t help but to snicker. 

These two Thunder Flame Balls were her ingenious Top Quality concealed weapons which were created 

at the peak quality of her current level! Even if it was a Seventh Tier Magical Beast, it would definitely be 

injured by its tremendous power. 

Knowing that the little fox was up to something, Li Moying reacted quickly and grabbed the opportunity. 

He grabbed tightly onto the Amethyst Light Sword with his hands and murmured in a low tone, 

“Unseal!” 

Blinding purple rays emitted from the Amethyst Light Sword and dyed its surroundings into a shade of 

purple. Following that, Little Lilac’s figure reflected on top of the sword blade. 

What’s more, the size of her figure kept increasing till she matched the sizes of the White Winged 

Golden Crested Vultures. 

Little Lilac’s huge wings fluttered and the entire atmosphere was filled with electrode currents, making it 

hard to breathe. 

Li Moying pointed the tip of the sword towards the vultures and Little Lilac immediately charged ahead. 

Every single time her wings flapped, a bolt of electric current shot out. In an instance, the entire forest 

was covered with thunder and lightning, as if it had changed into a living hell. 

“Cooo~~!” 

“Cooo~~!” 

The two White Winged Golden Crested Vultures had yet to recover from the attack that Huang Yueli 

inflicted, therefore they were unable to resist against the violent force that Little Lilac administered. 

Moments later, the two vultures were electrocuted beyond imagination, rolled their eyes and began to 

descend straight from the sky. 

Little Lilac’s form gradually became smaller till she reached the size of a normal human being. She had a 

smiling expression and excitably threw herself into Li Moying’s arms. 

“Master! Mr Handsome! Ultra-handsome master! Was I strong, incisive and capable? All these were for 

you, master! As long as I get to see your handsome face, I will be filled with motivation every day!” 

Little Lilac rubbed the back of her head against Li Moying’s arms intimately. 

Li Moying hadn’t had enough time to response when he felt a penetrating line of sight staring straight at 

him. 

He hurriedly turned his hear and saw the expressionless Huang Yueli standing behind him, harbouring 

evil intentions. 



Li Moying immediately felt something was not right and beads of cold sweat started to form on his 

forehead and were slowing dripping. 

He suddenly recalled that even though Little Lilac was a spirit artifact, her looks were exactly like a 

young lady….. 

Could this little fox be jealous? 

Chapter 417: Li’er, it’s not what you’re thinking! 

 

Li Moying immediately explained, “Li’er, it’s not what you’re thinking!” 

After he said these words, Huang Yueli stared blankly. 

“Not what I was thinking…. of?” 

“Erm…..”, Li Moying dulled and realised it was himself who was thinking askew. 

Just at this moment, Huang Yueli couldn’t hold it any longer and started to decry, “You’re really too 

much! You could have beaten the two vultures earlier but you had to unseal the Amethyst Light Sword! 

Do you know that unleashing the Half God Relic wastes how much Profound Energy? Based on your 

current condition, why did you overdraft yourself? When the medicinal effect runs out, you’ll just wait 

to suffer!” 

Sure enough, he had thought too much! 

Li Moying wiped the cold sweat on his forehead and was glad that he did not tease the little fox. 

Heavens knows, he was actually imagining that his love was reciprocated… 

He urged on, “I did not expect your Thunder Flame Ball’s destructive force to be so big? What…. tier 

profound armament was that? I think it should be at least Sixth tier! Your refinement level had gotten so 

high?” 

Huang Yueli replied, “This is only a Fifth tier lower grade armament, with some adjustments made to the 

design when I was refining it.” 

“I see.” 

Li Moying nodded, and took a look at Little Lilac who was still sticking to him. 

Using a pair of big eyes, she looked at him starry-eyed. 

Li Moying’s expression remained indifferent and convenient made the hand sign. 

Little Lilac saw his actions and her expression changed immediately, shouting, “Master! Handsome 

master! Please don’t seal me away, I want to be with you…..” 

“Seal!” 

Too bad, her coquetry was callously interrupted. 



A purple light flashed by and Little Lilac was sealed once again into the Amethyst Light Sword. 

Li Moying turned back and said, “Let’s go, let’s kill the two vultures and obtain their Magical Beast 

Cores!” 

Huang Yueli shook her head, “There’s no need. There was a reason for their attack… it was….urgh… just 

don’t kill them!” 

The two White Winged Golden Crested Vultures were already seriously injured and had fallen to the 

ground. Huang Yueli felt unbearable for them but since the little vulture had made a pact with her, there 

was no way she could return it to them. 

Li Moying curiously asked, “There’s a reason? What reason? Didn’t they want to catch us to be their 

dinner?” 

Huag Yueli made an “Umm” sound and keep hemming and hawing, “This…. *cough cough* was actually 

my fault… When I fell down from the cliff, I happened to drop into their nest. At that time, there was a 

little vulture that had just hatched, so I made a pact with it…..” 

Li Moying stared at her. 

“Wait, what did you say? Did I hear wrongly? You made a pact with a Seventh Tier Magical Beast’s 

baby??” 

“Ummm, hehe, that’s right…..” 

It was because this entire story sounded ridiculous, which will cause most people to be sceptical, hence 

the reason for her not wanting to say it. 

However, since it was Li Moying questioning her, she didn’t want to lie so she just told the entire truth. 

She carried the little vulture out from the Sky Phoenix Ring and showed him a glance before carrying it 

back. 

Li Moying’s expression towards her was as if he was looking at a freak. 

“This…. is really…the White Wing Golden Crested Vulture’s baby… and it looked like it has just hatched 

less than a few days ago. But even though it’s an infant, it already is a Fourth Tier potential! What’s 

more, the vulture’s nature is an arrogant creature. It would not easily bow down to a First-degree realm 

practitioner… how did you do it?” 

Chapter 418: Explain clearly! 

 

Huang Yueli gave a hollow laugh and said, “This… actually I have a special ability to tame beasts…..” 

This was not entirely a lie. Huang Yueli’s coercion towards flying magical beasts was indeed a special 

ability, releasing the Little Phoenix, restraining spiritual pets! Looks like this routine could be used for 

quite some time. 

Li Moying didn’t question further and said, “Li’er, it’s time for us to continue with our journey.” 



“Ok.”, Huang Yueli nodded and allowed him to hold her waist without any resistance, so that she could 

keep up with his speed. 

Just as Li Moying turned his head, Huang Yueli’s face revealed an embarrassed expression. 

When she called out to Li Moying earlier, she was indeed unhappy with Little Lilac staying put in his 

arms. 

But when she saw the expression on his face, she suddenly realised that there was no reason for her to 

be unhappy. 

Little Lilac was just a unit of energy! 

Li Moying would probably not feel comfortable with a bunch of women, rather he must have felt very 

comfortable with an thunder attribute energy unit approaching him since they were of the same 

attribute. That explained why he had delayed response. 

Furthermore, why should she feel uncomfortable for no reason? She was not Li Moying’s real fiancée! 

That marriage arrangement…. should not be valid right? 

Huang Yueli felt she was getting more abnormal. The degree of caring for Li Moying seemed to have 

gone beyond what an average friend should have! 

Naturally, she felt touched that Li Moying was willing to sacrifice his life for her, but… wasn’t Mu 

Chengying the same? The person she liked should be Mu Chengying, wasn’t it? 

While Huang Yueli was in a trance, she suddenly realised that their speed was gradually declining. 

She abruptly called out in fright, “Li Moying, what happened to you? Is the medicinal effect wearing 

off?” 

“Uh…..” 

Li Moying had wanted to force himself to continue but the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill’s effect 

was overbearing. It wasn’t something that he could go up against just based on his willpower. 

As though all his energy were drawn out of his body, he collapsed instantly. 

“Li Moying!!!” 

Huang Yueli screamed and rushed over to hold him up. 

Li Moying leaned against her, his whole body weight pressing against her shoulders. 

It was a good thing that Huang Yueli was a practitioner as well, so she was able to carry a grown man. 

But Li Moying’s condition was really in bad shape, and that made her heart pound faster. 

Previously, his face was pale-white but now it had begun to turn yellowish. He looked like he was on his 

last breath; his eyes shut, leaning against Huang Yueli’s shoulder, she almost could not feel his 

breathing. 

Huang Yueli continued to call his name and he silently gave a sigh and murmured a few words. 



Huang Yueli didn’t hear clearly so she pressed her ears nearer. 

“What did you say?” 

Li Moying sounded as though he was gasping for breath. 

“Today…. before sun sets…. must…. find… Mo Yi….. otherwise…..” 

Before he could completed his sentence, he couldn’t hang in any longer and fainted in Huang Yueli’s 

embrace. 

“Otherwise? Otherwise what? And how am I supposed to find Mo Yi? Tell me clearly!” Huang Yueli was 

frantic. 

Li Moying was already in this condition, there was no way she could make him wake up to answer her 

queries. 

Oh boy… she didn’t know course of action to take, not to mention that they were in the inner zone of 

the Dark Moon Forest, with a grown man who had lost consciousness! 

Chapter 419: Piggyback a man 

 

Huang Yueli hesitated, not knowing what steps she should take next. 

Very quickly she calmed down, took out a map of the Dark Moon Forest from the Sky Phoenix Ring and 

started studying their whereabouts. 

The inner zone of the Dark Moon Forest was very wide. No one knows where the boundaries were so as 

they kept walking, the Magical Beasts in the forest were more powerful than before. 

In the core of the restricted zone was where numerous Ninth Tier Magical Beasts dwelled. Even if it 

were Ninth-degree realm experts, not everyone had the ability to defeat these Ninth Tier Magical 

Beasts. 

Therefore no one knew the situation of the core’s inner zone. 

However, there had been armies who frequent the Dark Moon Forest and they drew out rough sketches 

of maps. These were often sold at the entrances. 

The maps were not comprehensive because each army could only draw out the area which they were 

familiar with. Only after you had collected and pieced all the different maps together, then would you 

be able to get more concise information. 

The hints were pretty simple to understand. A few safe zones were marked out on the maps. 

As lady luck smiled on them, they had both left the restricted zone and entered the inner zone. 

Furthermore, the route that Li Moying brought her to had always been along the safety zones. If they 

were to move off from here, there was a safest and fastest route which would directly allow them to 

reach the foot of the mountain. 



Based on what Li Moying conveyed, Mo Yi and the rest should be at the foot of the mountain and would 

meet them at the top of the mountain. The chances of both groups meeting up should be very high. 

Huang Yueli chose the route and kept the map. Following that, she bent down and piggy-backed Li 

Moying. 

“Ai Ya!” 

She had just piggy-backed him when Huang Yueli couldn’t help but cry out. 

It wasn’t that she didn’t have enough strength, but Li Moying was tall and big. With her current body 

size was considered petite in this age so when she was pushed down by his weight, she almost lost her 

balance. 

However she quickly adjusted her posture and without further ado, she used the fastest speed she had 

to fly down the mountain. 

Eight hours had passed. 

“Huff~! Huff~! Huff~!” 

Huang Yueli panted and came to a halt, took a look at her surroundings and knitted her brows. 

Today her luck wasn’t too bad. She had only met with a few Magical Beasts and with her previous life’s 

experience, she easily avoided those Magical Beasts and could safely continue with half a day’s journey. 

However her position was already close to the foot of the mountain but she didn’t notice any trace of 

Mo Yi at all. 

Could it be that.. they had missed one another? 

But there was only one safe route from the mountain top, and most people would have chosen this 

route. 

Could there… have been an accident? 

Dark Moon Forest’s nightfall came earlier than usual. The surroundings became darker and darker, with 

the sun set lighting up the ground. When the sun set entirely, this place would become darker than 

usual. 

Although Huang Yueli could use flames to light up, but it was extremely dangerous in the Dark Moon 

Forest. 

What’s more, they were within the extremely dangerous inner zone. Just based on her current strength, 

carrying the seriously injured and unconscious Li Moying to rush through the night, it was simply too 

dangerous. It was equivalent to sending themselves to their deathbeds. 

However, Li Moying had made it clear that she must find Mo Yi before the sun sets….. 

Huang Yueli didn’t know what she should do. 

She hesitated for a moment and gently let the man whom she was carrying on her back down. 



Chapter 420: Humans are more terrifying than Magical Beasts 

 

Although she didn’t know the reason why Li Moying urgently had to locate Mo Yi, but during the entire 

journey, he didn’t make a single move at all. If it wasn’t for the fact that she could feel his weak 

breathing, Huang Yueli would have thought he had long died! 

In his critical condition, she couldn’t bear to continue with the entire journey with him on her back. 

Early morning he had taken the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion Pill, then took part in a precarious battle 

and following that was the medication’s reversal effects. During this entire duration, Huang Yueli kept 

on carrying Li Moying for several miles on her back without any time to rest! 

Coming to this, Li Moying was indeed a high level practitioner, strong and valiant. If it was any other 

individual, they should have already kicked the bucket! 

In between the journey, Huang Yueli had considered to stop and let him recuperate quietly and wait for 

Mo Yi to find them instead. However when she recalled how insistent Li Moying looked before he fell 

unconscious, she could only hung on and continue with the journey. 

But now… night had already fell and they were still unable to find the rest. She simply had no choice. 

At the very least, she could not allow Li Moying to simply die like that right? 

When Huang Yueli thought of this, she decided to set up a tent nearby to spend the night. 

She took out a tent from the space within the Sky Phoenix Ring and started setting it up. 

At this moment, she heard a ruckus and shuffling footsteps. Rays from fire torches were emitting in the 

forest and the party was travelling towards their direction, getting nearer and nearer. 

Huang Yueli frowned and held Li Moying closer to her, raising a trace of precautionary measures from 

the bottom of her heart. 

Very soon, the fire torches shone in front of them, and what had appeared were a group of ten over 

men, all of them very well built. At one look, all of them had strong power and behind them were 

several corpses of Fifth Tier Magical Beasts. 

Huang Yueli squinted her eyes to size up the men and quickly made a judged that this should be a 

mercenary group that accepted an hunting assignment in the Dark Moon Forest’s inner zone. 

From the fact that they were able to hunt so many Fifth Tier Magical Beasts, their strength was indeed 

pretty good. This mercenary group should be quite well known in the South Sky Region. 

But to meet someone at this critical junction was a bad thing. 

In the Dark Moon Forest, if you didn’t had enough powerful might, then meeting humans is a more 

terrifying thing than meeting Magical Beasts! 

After all, Magical Beasts would not murder for money. 

Especially this group in front, they don’t look like they were harvesting any benevolence. 



As for the both of them, one was seriously injured, the other’s profound armaments were nearly used 

up, so their battle strength was equivalent to none. 

If they were to fall into the hands of these people, won’t they be at others’ beck and call? 

But since both parties have already met up, in this kind of dark night, this was the only safety zone which 

they could rest at so there was no possibility to avoid them at all. 

Huang Yueli hung down her eyelids and furtively thought of different ideas. 

At the same time, the mercenary group were also observing the both of them. 

The leader of the mercenary group was a boor with a beard and a scar running across his face. He 

borrowed the fire torch’s rays and stared at Huang Yueli and Li Moying for some time before he opened 

his mouth and queries. 

“Who are you guys? Why are you here?” 

Huang Yueli pretended to give a timid look, replying with fear and trepidation, “We… We are…. We are 

students from Celestial Light Academy and we came here to train. Initially we had a large group but in 

the middle of our journey, we were ambushed and lost our way with the main group. Can you tell us, 

what place is this?” 

 


